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HP SmartStream Designer 11.4 for Adobe InDesign CC 2015.4 

Installation 

System requirements 
Adobe InDesign CC 2015.X 64-bit application installed on one of the following computers: 
Macintosh - Intel based Mac OS 10.9, Mac OS 10.10, Mac OS 10.11 
PC – 64-bit: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 

Installation 
To install HP SmartStream Designer 11.4 new or upgrade from 11.0.4: 
Make sure the Adobe InDesign application is closed. 
 
1. Double-click the installer icon (either for Mac or PC). The Installer window displays. 
2. Select a language, and follow the Installer instructions. (Language selection is for the 

installation instructions only.) 
 
Note for Mac: If these settings have not been set before, open System Preferences > 
Security & Privacy. In the Allow apps downloaded from field, select Anywhere. 
 
When the installation is complete: 
• The SmartStream Designer menu is added to your InDesign menu. 
• The SmartStream Designer folder shortcut is created on your desktop for user-defined 

Imposition and Rule files. 
• For SmartStream Designer for PC only – the SmartStream Designer Hot Folder is created 

in C:\Users\<user_name>\Documents\smartStream Designer (with no shortcut on the 
desktop). 

 
To add HP SmartStream Designer for CS6 user-defined imposition and rule files to 
HP SmartStream Designer 11.4: 
• Open the SmartStream Designer 11.4 folder shortcut on your desktop. 
• In there, note the Imposition folder and the Rules folder. 
• Copy the HP SmartStream Designer 6 user-defined imposition (.impp) and rules files 

from InDesign CS6\Plug-Ins\SmartStream\Imposition folder and Rules folder into the 
Imposition and Rules folder for HP SmartStream Designer 11.4. 

Post- installation 
HP SmartStream Designer Dynamic Personalization requires the Java 8 application. 
To install Java 8 for 64-bit (x64) version, go to 
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html and do the 
following: 
• For Designer PC, select JRE download and install. 
• For Designer Mac, first uninstall JRE, if it exists, and then select JDK download and 

install. Check the Java version as follows: 
• To verify your currently installed Java version, open Terminal (via Go > Utilities) 

and type: java-version 
• To remove an older Java version, go to System/Library/JavaVirtualMAchines/ 

and delete it. 
 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html
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Uninstalling 
Windows 7: 
1. Select Start > Settings > Control Panel > Programs > Programs and Features. 
2. Select HP SmartStream Designer. 
3. Click Uninstall in the toolbar. 
4. Click Uninstall in the popup dialog. 

 
Windows 8, 10: 
1. Open Control Panel > Programs > Programs and Features. 
2. Select HP SmartStream Designer. 
3. Click Uninstall in the toolbar. 
4. Click Uninstall in the popup dialog. 
 
Macintosh: 
1. Double-click the HP SmartStream Designer installer of the version that you are about to 

uninstall. 
2. In the Installation Type window, select Uninstall from the dropdown list. 
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Fixed issues 
ID Group Description 

CR7295 Designer Tools Page size is now handled correctly with "New Doc from PDF" where there are 2 docs with 
different pages sizes, and the bigger is first on the list. 

CR6369 Dynamic 
Personalization 

With ID Automation, when the selected number of DB records is not "All", the barcode is 
now readable. 

CR7614 Dynamic 
Personalization 

On a German system, using Dynamic Table plus the option of Overset pages set to 
Duplicate pages gives results of a correct PDF files. 

49007 Purge  Purge now works if Text channel is an InDesign table. 
57327 HP Mosaic  Designer accepts decimal point as dots and commas as thousands separators, 

regardless of regional settings. 
58037 HP Mosaic  Creating output file for Mosaic jobs, where there are duplicated values in different 

DB records, works OK. The same Mosaic variation is created if the same DB value is 
used. 

7022 Channels An item that was defined using the InDesign pen/pencil tool can be defined as a 
channel. 
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Open issues  

Database 
ID Group Description Workaround 
CR8860 Add Counter Using the Add Counter with number of 

records bigger than 100,000 might cause 
InDesign to crash. 

The channel should be deleted and the 
definition should not exceed 100,000. 

CR8890 Add Counter Assets folder path resets if Add Counter 
definition is updated. 

Manually change the Assets folder path 
back to what it was. 

Imposition 
ID Group Description Workaround 
6993 Other Facing pages document with pages that have 

no items on them (other than the one item 
that crosses over from the even page) print 
incorrectly.  

Make sure that every page has at least one 
item in its design (a text box with a space 
character is sufficient). 

7198 Marks When using one of the default imposition 
layouts, the order of Custom Gutters is 
reversed. For example, when selecting the top 
gutter from the 3 gutters, the bottom one is 
selected instead of the top one. 

Use the preview feature to verify the Custom 
Gutters definition. 

8850 Other N_up imposition does not support Distribute 
records. 

Use 1_up with Step and Repeat, if applicable. 

12780 Multiple 
Layout 

Distribution option is not supported for jobs 
with multiple impositions that have multiple 
size pages that are imposed on separate 
sheets and with different Step and Repeat 
values to each sheet. 

Create different imposition for each page size, 
each with its own distribution values, and create 
a separate output file for each. 

14190 Facing 
Pages 

For a document with Facing pages, and a 
channel that is located on both, Imposition 
results are wrong. 

If applicable, place an Image channel on every 
page, and not 1 channel that flows on both 
pages. 

42006 Distribution Data distribution of “Per-Line” for Simplex 
jobs gives wrong results. 

If applicable, use another distribution method. 

16072 Record 
Distribution 

Record Distribution in multi layout imposition 
jobs results with no distribution between the 
layouts in the following 3 cases: 
(1) When 1 of the imposition layouts is Duplex 
and the other is not. 
(2) When the number of pages in each layout is 
different. For example: 1_up (1 page) and 
2_up_ss (2 pages). 
(3) When the record distribution order of each 
layout is different. For example: 2_up_pb and 
2_up_ss. 

None. 

CR7456 
CR8202 

Distribute 
Pages 

Multi Layout Imposition does not work 
correctly with distribute pages per job. 

None 

22125 
22127 

Facing 
Pages 

For a Facing Pages job, where an element is 
placed on one entire page, and imposition is 
2_up: 
If imposition includes Bleed (not outside only), 
and Gutter, the imposition preview and output 
are not correct. 
If imposition includes Bleed Outside Only, and 
Gutter, the imposition preview is not correct, 
but the output is fine. 

If applicable, turn "Facing Pages" off. 

31630 IMPP Poser 
tool 

IMPP files created with IMPP Poser tool and 
brought into HP SmartStream Designer 
imposition only impose half of the document 
pages. 

If possible, redefine the imposition using 
SmartStream Designer. 
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ID Group Description Workaround 
62960 
6531 

Bleed 
Outside 
only 

Bleed Outside Only does not work correctly if 
an Image channel bleeds. 

If an Image channel is defined to continue into 
the Bleed area, do not use Bleed outside only 
Imposition option. 

 

Channel definition 
ID Group Description Workaround 
6991 Facing 

Pages Text 
If you have facing page documents with text 
channels that intersect two facing pages, the 
intersecting text channels may be cut. 

Consider creating another text channel on the 
other page for the missing information. 

6992 Facing 
Pages Image 

Facing page documents with an image channel 
print incorrectly if the image channel is located 
as follows: it intersects two pages that are not 
a pair in both the InDesign document and the 
HP SmartStream Designer imposition. 

Design image channels that cross between a 
pair of pages, only on pages that are a pair in 
both the InDesign document and the HP 
SmartStream Designer imposition. 

12453 
36062 

HP Photo 
Smart Fit 
and 
HP Photo 
Smart Crop 

HP Photo Smart Fit and HP Photo Smart Crop 
support only RGB JPG images. 

Use RGB images with HP Photo Smart Fit and 
HP Photo Smart Crop. 

16198 Record 
Counter 

Record counter does not count correctly in a 
JLYT Fast split job. It starts the counting from 
"1" for each batch. 

If applicable, create an output file of another 
format. 

36388 Horizontal 
Purge 

Horizontal Purge in first data field does not 
work when the output file is JLYT Fast 

Select PDF output file if applicable. 

57493 Horizontal 
Purge 

Horizontal Purge does not work on a 
Text on Curve channel. 

Use a Text rule instead, as follows: 
Define the 2 fields with no space between them. 
For example:<Title><name> 
The Text rule adds a space if the field has data. 
For example: 
IF(FIELD("Title")="") 
THEN(TEXT("")) 
ELSE(TEXT(" ")) 
Assign this rule between the 2 fields. 

53290 Horizontal 
Purge 

Horizontal Purge does not work correctly for 
JLYT Fast output format 

None 

45498 Dynamic 
Image scripts 

When trying to load a user defined script, 
clicking Load does not allow you to open the 
drop-down list 

Page through the Load drop-down list items by 
using the keyboard’s up and down arrow keys. 
Alternatively, close and re-open InDesign. 
 

CR8908 Dynamic with 
Edge Printing 

HP Edge Printing Save As button in the Editor 
window does not save the template file 
correctly. 

Use the Save As button in the Settings window 
only (the floppy disk icon). 

Rules 
ID Group Description Workaround 
8114 Other Accent characters such as quote (') are translated 

as multiple characters when applied with the 
Length rule, resulting in incorrect rule output. 

None. 

21796 Layer Rule A Layer Rule that has a comma in its name 
does not work. Example: “Rule1, name”. 

Do not include commas (,) in Layer Rule names. 

22486 Text Rule A Simple Text Rule with Multiple values that 
has an apostrophe character ('), does not work. 

Use Advanced Rule editing for defining Text 
rules that require apostrophe characters ('). 

57349 General Verify Rule states that Rule is OK even when 
the rule data is different than the job’s data 
(such as Image name or Layer name) 

Manually verify Image names and Layer 
names in rules 

61528 
CR6583 

Style rule Style rule assigned to a paragraph causes 
Designer to freeze or InDesign to crash 

If applicable, assign the rule separately 
to each row of the paragraph 
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Design 
ID Group Description Workaround 
6906 Counters If a Copy counter and Sheet counter are placed 

on the main document page, previewing the 
copy counter does not work properly. 

Results appear correctly in the created job. 

6929 Dynamic 
Personaliz-
ation 

The reuse option does not work with Dynamic 
Personalization. Variable images are created 
for every record even if the content is 
identical. 

If reuse is required, prepare the images in 
advance and assign them as standard reusable 
images Do not do this dynamically. 

7009 JLYT InDesign Word wrap (run-around) does not 
work in JLYT Fast or Rich. 

Create the runaround frame as a Path, or if 
applicable, create a PDF output file instead of 
JLYT. 

7022 Other An item that was defined using the InDesign 
pen/pencil tool cannot be defined as a channel. 

Change the item content to Text or Image 
instead of the default content which is 
Unassigned. 

7169 Other InDesign Tracking, Kerning, and Baseline 
shift features are not supported for JLYT 
format Fast type. 

Use Rich type. 

29877 JLYT JLYT creation of a job that contains effects that 
are applied to grouped elements is not 
supported. The effect (such as drop shadow) is 
ignored. No warning message is issued. 

If applicable, apply the effect to each element 
without grouping 

Preview 
ID Group Description Workaround 
7118 Other When there is no database selected, 

HP SmartStream Designer does not 
preview indexing channels. 

Use a dummy database file. 

CR8814 Cancel 
Preview 

Cancel Preview during Dynamic 
process dismisses channels and 
crashes InDesign when using 
Designer for PC. 

Cancel Preview only once preview completes the 
display for a specific record. 

Creating jobs 
ID Group Description Workaround 
6639 Mac When moving HP SmartStream Designer jobs 

from Mac to PC, fonts may be not compatible. 
A missing font message is displayed. 

Use fonts that can be used on both Mac and PC - 
for example, OTF (Open Type Fonts) fonts or TTF 
(True Type Fonts). 

7003 
6534 

Other If another VDP plug-in, such as Darwin or 
XMPie, is installed, or if Extensis Suitcase 
Fusion2 plug-in is installed, HP SmartStream 
Designer results might be incorrect. 

Consider uninstalling this plug-in while working 
with HP SmartStream Designer. 

14680 Split Job and 
Counters 

Record/Sheet Counter counts incorrectly in 
Split jobs: the counting starts over for each of 
the output files, instead of counting 
continuously. 

Add a counter as a new column in the database. 

SmartStream Tools 
ID Group Description Workaround 
 Sandwich 

Printing 
Sandwich Printing option with Designer in 
languages other than English does not work 

None 

25471 New 
Document 
from PDF 

When using the option New Document from 
PDF, and later, defining rotation in HP 
SmartStream Designer Imposition, the 
Background layer is shifted and cropped 
when imported into an IPTech based RIP. 

Rotate the pages in InDesign and avoid using 
rotation in HP SmartStream Designer 
imposition, if sending the output file to an 
IPTech based RIP. 

57714 Hot Folder Hot Folder workflow does not work if the 
user name contains Asian-language 
characters. 

If possible, change the user name to use only 
Roman characters. 
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ID Group Description Workaround 
66557 Hot Folder Hot folder with #JobName field in Spread 

Element does not issue a Spread Element in 
the output file. 

Use Create Job workflow instead of Hot 
Folder workflow if applicable. 

DFE issues that affect HP SmartStream Designer jobs 
ID Group Description Workaround 
2721 
51507 

JLYT Fast Auto rotate option is not supported for EPS 
variable images with JLYT Fast output format. 

If possible, use one of the other variable image 
formats (JPG, TIF, and so on) or select another 
format for your output file. 

4242 Illustrator When using a heavy Illustrator file as a 
background, and creating a PDF, the PDF 
output may be corrupt. 

Open the Illustrator background with 
Photoshop, save as a TIFF, no layers, LZW 
compression, 812.8 dpi. 

6738 PDF PDF output jobs with transparency may fail to 
process on HP SmartStream Production Pro. 

On the Production Pro DFE, switch off the 
Optimize PDF option. 

6975 IPTech RIP A job with CMYK plus an additional spot color 
does not show the additional spot color when 
loaded on an IPT-based DFE. 

In the IPT RIP Personalization configuration 
Separation tab, add the spot color as a new 
separation in the separation list. 

6977 IndiChrome PDF/PPML with IndiChrome that contains an 
element with opacity that is not 100% loses 
the Orange and Violet separations and the 
Black separation for images. 

Define this non-opaque element as a 
personalization channel. 

6989 IPTech RIP When a job is sent to an IPT RIP based press, if 
a page's width is larger than the HP 
SmartStream Designer imposition paper size 
width, even if rotation is enabled, the page 
gets cut before being rotated. 

In the IPT RIP Personalization configuration 
Page tab, set the Oversize job parameter to 
"Allow oversize jobs" instead of the default "clip 
to media". 

6999 Job Editor Channel boxes in Rich JLYT output files might 
be a bit larger than the InDesign box. 

Ignore larger box size: output prints correctly. 

7006 Other If you choose Grayscale color mode in the 
Create Job window and the job contains 
colored variable elements, the job fails to 
import. 

Create a PDF output file. 

7007 SNAP When SNAP barcode text is aligned to top, it 
prints in the wrong position. 

When printing SNAP barcode, align the barcode 
text to bottom. 

7085 Other Output file destination that is set to a path 
that starts with 2 back slashes "\\" fails to 
load. 

Use a mapped drive. Note: this issue does not 
occur with legacy presses (prior to HP Indigo 
press 5000). 

7012 
7175 

Other Semi-transparency (such as a Drop Shadow) 
over background defined in InDesign is not 
supported on the press/DFE, and results in no 
transparency when creating JLYT or PPML 
output files. 

Create PDF output file. 
 
This option is only supported with JLYT Rich 
output format if the DFE and the press are both 
equipped with V Corn board version 5.  
 
For more information, see HP SmartStream 
Designer for Adobe InDesign CC User Guide 
(CA494-08280). 
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